The F.B.I Effect:
Brad works with organisations and teams who are feeling the pressure of change and transition. One keynote 4 valuable topics.

Topics
•

•

•

•

Adaptability is Ultimate Currency – Just
like the F.B.I unwanted external forces are
continuously impacting your business.
Learn by being Focused. Bold. and
Innovative, how to develop a culture of
continuous change.
P.R.O.S.P.E.R Under Pressure – Your
People need to deal with more pressure
than ever before. Brad’s P.R.O.S.P.E.R
method builds in your people the 7 habits
to deal with on-going sustained pressure all
leaders face.

Influence is the essence of Leadership – It
is no longer enough for leaders to tell and
command, they need to inspire and
engage. Teach your people how to lead
through effective communication and
influence.
Flexibility is your safe house – Inspire your
people to shift beliefs, structures, and
business models that no longer serve them
or the organisation and embrace the future
with optimism and vigour.

Reviews

About Brad
If you want a speaker who tells the same old stories,
and is funny and fluffy, Brad is not your speaker.

“if you need to recharge and reclaim lost momentum, and
create a positive outlook about change, your people need
to meet Brad Twynham. He kept our audience captivated
from the opening phrase to the closing sentence of his
talk.”
Christina Gerakiteys – CEO – Singularity U Australia

“Brad’s energy was very well received and the content he
provided was very thought provoking, especially the three
foundations for creating Dynamic Stability.”
Doug Grant – General Manager – American Chamber of
Commerce in Australia

“Brad Twynham was entertaining, engaging and his story
surprising. His key lessons of creating Dynamic Stability hit
a home run with our Cohort, Guests and Investors.”
Dorian Coventry – General Manager – University of New
England

If you want hard hitting lessons that are high energy,
memorable and told in a light-hearted way then look
no further.
Brad’s five-year journey of proving his innocence in a
Global Securities Fraud Investigation conducted by
the F.B.I and S.E.C. taught him more about leadership
than running companies ever did. A journey he has
been obsessed with extracting lessons from that he
now passes onto leaders around the world.
A gifted entrepreneur and consultant, Brad created
three international startups in the Enterprise
Computing space, all which had successful exits. He
also advised the most Senior IT Executives in the
world from organisations such as Swisscom, Union
Bank of Switzerland, Visa and Commonwealth Bank
of Australia and is known as one of the pioneers in
the Enterprise Cloud Computing Space.
In 2015 his life was disrupted and for over 5 years,
he sat with the pressure every day of losing his
freedom, his family and everything he ever worked
for.
Brad stood firm in his truth, took on the F.B.I at their
own game and reclaimed everything and more.
“No One Gets A Clean Bill of Health from the F.B.I”

Book Brad Today:
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